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â€˜Those who are into contemporary linguistics and literary criticism will have a field day teasing out
the intertextuality of this audacious piece of metafiction. For it is very clever, witty and challenging:
the literature of the absurd . . . brilliant, and one can even detect a touch of Pagan in it.â€™
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This blog contains reviews and comments on children's books which I own, have read, and would
like to share. I am always looking for books at markets and opportunity shops. They are cleaned up,



covered and read. Then I take them to the classroom and add them to The Little Library of Rescued
Books. Many are like brand new. Students can preview them on this blog. I have also discussed a
few new ones which demand that I buy them in book shops.

This books really hooks you in right from the start when you discover that eleven year old Camilla
has been offered in marriage to fifty-year old Orazio Busini, who's putrid breath and wife-correcting
whip would make any mature woman run a mile, let alone a poor wretched girl who serves in the
powerful  Tozzini household run by Bernardo and Alessandra . Camilla is desperate to escape such
a fate, and who can blame her for all the lies she so effortlessly spins in order to find some
respectable way out. Alessandra is relentless in the persecution of her servant entrusted to her care
by Camilla's humble father, a widower and a a urine collector in the walled city of  Lontiano.  Camilla
also suffers the full brunt of the jibes of the boys from the rival Marzocca family who have named her
"Pisspot."  Battista, one of Bernardo's daughter-in-laws, is her only friend in the household and
reluctantly agrees to help her disentangle herself from the marriage agreement. The trouble is that
Camilla has invented a saint, San Ugolino, the patron saint of sewerage workers. It seems this saint
is proving to be a real hit with many of the townsfolk, and it is not long before Camilla has to confront
Father Stefano.

Basically I like to have a go at new things, especially in the visual arts area. I love my job teaching
but not the paperwork side of things. I firmly believe children need to be given time to do things well
and not rush from one thing to another. STOP I say...give a person time to do something properly!
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CBC Award-winning author. 'So what's he like?' kissed Battista. 'Like a pile of pig's guts,' Camilla
moaned. 'He's about a hundred years old, and he stinks, and I'll just DIE if I have to marry him!' Find
out how a girl with attitude takes on a whole town when she decides she's as good as anybody -
even though her dad IS a sewage collector.
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